Abstract. Let (G, P) be an /-group and ^(P) be the lattice of convex /-subgroups of (G, P). We say that the /-cone Q is essential over P if '¿(Q) is contained in ^(P). It is shown that for each nonzero x in G and each g-value D of x, there is a P-value C of x containing D and no other ß-value of x. We specialize to those essential extensions for which the above C always depends uniquely on x and D; these are called very essential extensions. We show that if (G, P) is a representable /-group then P is the meet of totally ordered very essential extensions of P. Further we investigate connections between the existence of total very essential extensions and both representability and normal valuedness. We also study the role played by the various radicals in the theory.
If (G, Q) is a normal valued /-group then Q is very essential over P if and only if, for each xe Q, the F-negative part of x is infinitely small compared to the Ppositive part of x (relative to Q, of course). This result implies that in the context of vector lattices the notions of essential and very essential extensions coincide. The existence of "enough" totally ordered very essential extensions of representable groups is established, and some technical results are proved concerning essential extensions. We then examine the question of what /-groups admit totally ordered very essential extensions. Finally we study the connections that the various "radicals" might have in this theory, and we give an example of an /-group which is not totally ordered, but whose cone admits no proper very essential /-extensions (see the example (1-D) ).
§2 deals with the same two notions in the context of abelian Riesz groups; indeed, most of the time we will be dealing with /»/-groups. One obtains analogues of the Structure Lemma and Theorems (1.2) and (1.3) for extensions of/»/-groups. Proposition (2.5) really says that there are plenty of very essential extensions around. We show that at least for finite valued /»/-groups (G, P) totally ordered very essential extensions exist, and P is the meet of them (Corollary (2.8.1) and Proposition (2.11)). Theorem (2.6) presents a puzzling answer to the question of whether a very essential extension of a/»/-cone is again a/»/-cone. The characterization of Theorem (2.10 ) is really what aroused our interest in these extensions; chronologically it came first. Finally we devote some space to the question of the existence of minimal very essential /-extensions of/»/-cones.
For the basic theory of /-groups and vector lattices we refer the reader to [9] .
In §1 the material in [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] and [8] might be particularly helpful. For §2 familiarity with [7] and perhaps also [10] , [3] and [12] is strongly recommended. Since the theory presented here is essentially self-contained, the references can be helpful only in providing an adequate background. Some notation and terminology. The letters Z, Q, and R will denote the set of integers, rationals and real numbers respectively. If (G, P) is an /-group, call a convex /-subgroup D regular if it is maximal without some element x^O. We then say that 7) is a value of x. The intersection of all convex /-subgroups that properly contain D covers D; we will denote it throughout by D. The set of right cosets of 7) modulo D is then totally ordered in the order induced from P. If D is normal in D then D/D is o-isomorphic to a subgroup of the reals R. A convex /-subgroup 77 is prime if a A Z> = 0 implies that a e B or b e B. We remark that all regular subgroups are prime. An /-group (G, P) is finite valued if every nonzero element x has only a finite number of values. An element a is special at the regular subgroup D if D is its only value. (See [6, §3] .) By a root system we mean a partially ordered set in which no two incomparable elements have a common lower bound. The set of all regular subgroups of an /-group (G, P), which we will denote by @(P), is a root system [6, §3] . Let A be a partially ordered set and Hh be an o-group for each A e A. Let II = fl (A, 77A) be the product of the HÁ over A and V= V(A, HK) be the subgroup of II consisting of all elements whose supports have no infinite ascending sequences relative to A. We can define a partial order on V by taking for its positive cone the set {v e V: every maximal nonzero component is positive}. If A is a root system then V is an /-group with this order [2, §2] . In any case Fis a/»/-group [7, §4] . S=S(A, //A) will denote the small direct sum. We shall use the symbol El to indicate cardinal direct sum, i.e. direct sum of/-groups with the "pointwise" order. If G is a group and S is any subset, then <£> denotes the subgroup generated by S.
In the context of §2, the terms "value", "regular subgroup", "finite valued", etc., mean the same thing as for /-groups, but they must be taken relative to the set of o-ideals of the p.o. group. (An o-ideal is a directed, convex subgroup.)
Throughout the text "vector lattice" will mean "real vector lattice."
1. Essential /-extensions of /-groups. Throughout this section (G, P) will denote an /-group G with its positive cone P. By an l-extension Q of P we shall mean a cone g2P, such that (G, Q) is again an /-group. Q is an essential lextension of P if if(ß)cif(P).
Let Q be an /-extension of the lattice cone P (abbr. /-cone). Let D e ^¡(Q); then D n P is a convex subsemigroup of (G, P) that contains 0, so we know that <DnP>e^(P).
Recall that <Z) n P}={x-y : x,ye D n P} and (DnP} + = DnP(see [4, p. 172] ). Define Z>r = <Z>nP>; then DrnP=DnP, and Dt is the largest convex /-subgroup of (G, P) contained in D. It is clear that Q is essential over P if and only if Dt=D, for all D e ^(Q).
We note the following properties of essential extensions : let P, Q and Q' be /-cones for G such that Ps g£ g'; (i) if Q' is essential over Q and Q is essential over P, then Q' is essential over P.
(ii) If Q' is essential over P then it is also essential over Q. The proof of (i) is trivial; (ii) follows immediately once we observe the following: with P, Q and Q' as before, let t: #(g') -> <$(P) be defined by Ct = <C n P>, for all C e «Xß'); let t': if(g') -> «"(g) and r": V(Q) -> if(P) be defined analogously. Then for all C e 1S(Q'), we have Ct't" nP = Cr nP = Ct' n QnP = CnQnP = CnP = CrnP;
hence CVt" = CY and so t't* = t. Notice that nothing is said in the preceding about g over P when g' is essential over P. Consider in fact the following example :
(1-A) Let G = R2,P={(x,y) : x^Oandj^O}, Q'={(x,y) : x>0, or x=0 and y^O} and Q={(x, y) : x^O and y^ -x}. Then (G, P), (G, g) and (G, g') are all vector lattices ((G, g') is totally ordered). It is clear that g' is an essential extension of P, and hence of g. However, the subgroup D = {(x, -x) : x e R}, while being a convex o-subgroup of (G, g), is not in 1S(P), for Z) O P=0.
We shall have occasion to use this example again later. The following lemma is easy to prove, but very useful in the sequel.
(1.1) Structure Lemma. Let Q be an essential l-extension of P, g^O and D be a Q-value ofg. (By a Q-value of g we mean, of course, a value relative to the order Q.) Then D is contained in a P-value C ofg, and no other Q-value ofg is contained in C.
Proof. First D e c€(Q)<=ic€(P) and g e* 7), so by Zorn's Lemma D is contained in a F-value C oí g. Suppose D' is a ß-va'ue °f g which is also contained in C. Let K be the subgroup generated by D and D'. Then, since D and D' are in ^(P), K is the smallest convex /-subgroup of (G, P) containing both D and D'; this says that K^ C, and hence that g $ K. On the other hand K e ^(Q), and so by the maximality of D and D' relative to Q it follows that D = K=D'.
(1.1.1) Corollary.
Let Q be an essential l-extension of P. (i) Ifg^Q is special relative to P (henceforth, P-special) it is also Q-special.
(ii) If(G, P) is finite valued, so is (G, Q).
We remark in passing that it is unknown whether any /-extension of a finite valued /-cone F is again finite valued.
Let (G,P) be an /-group; if x, yeP and mx^y and ny^x for some positive integers m and n, we say x and y are Archimedean equivalent; we shall denote this occurrence by x~y.
(1.2) Theorem. Let Q be an l-extension of P; Q is essential over P if and only if, for every xe Q, x~x VP 0, relative to Q.
Proof. Let us write xF for x VP 0. Suppose first that x~xp~, for all x e Q. If D e(€(Q) and aeDnQ, then ap~ 6 7), since a~aF (rel. Q). But then aF =ap~ -a e D. This suffices to prove that every element of D is the difference of two elements of P. It follows then that D is F-directed, and since it was Q-convex it is certainly F-convex. Thus D is a Pconvex /-subgroup, and so Q is essential over P.
Conversely, suppose Q is essential over F, and let xe Q. Let K be the convex /-subgroup of (G, Q) generated by x. Then K e ^(P) and therefore xp~ e K, which implies that xF finx (rel. Q), for a suitable positive integer n. Since xF already exceeds x (rel. F) we conclude that xF ~x, and the proof is complete.
With regard to the Structure Lemma we point out that it may turn out that if Q is essential over F, and 7) is a g-value of an element x, then there are two or more F-values of x containing 7). The lemma just gives the existence of at least one such F-value. Consider for example the following:
(1-B) LetG = {a+,87r : a, ß e Q}, P={a+ßir : c^ßäOJand Q be the usual order on G, the one it inherits from R. (G, Q) is an Archimedean o-group and therefore /-simple. Thus Q is clearly an essential extension of P. But if we let x-1 +-rr, then 0 is the only g-value of x, while Q and Qtt are its two F-values.
Therefore if g is an essential extension of P, and for each g^O and each g-value D of g there is exactly one P-value C of g containing D, we will say that g is a very essential extension of P. (Example (1-B) is an essential extension which is not very essential.) The following theorem gives (in a corollary) an elementwise characterization of very essential extensions.
(1.3) Theorem. Let (G, P) be an l-group, and Q be an essential l-extension of P. Then Q is very essential over P if and only if for each x e g\0 and each Q-value D of x we have D + xF =D + x.
Proof. (Sufficiency) We must show that if D is a g-value of the nonzero element g, then there is exactly one P-value of g containing D. It suffices to take ge Q. So suppose there are two distinct P-values of g, say C1 and C2, that contain D. We claim these are both P-positive values of g. For D+g= D+gp , so gp e Dand hence is in both d and C2. But then Ci+g=Ci+gPv >d (rel. P), for ¡'=1,2.
Now we may choose a and b as follows: a e d\d> a e C2, and b e C2\C2, b e C\. Namely let â e C2\C1 and beCx\C2, with â,beP; then let a = âAPgF and b = h Apgp . Since gF is in C1 n C2 we have immediately that aeQ and b e C2; it is also clear that a e C2 and b e d. In view of the fact that d is a prime subgroup of (G, P) we deduce that a $ G\ ; similarly b $ C2.
But then D is a g-value of a -b; certainly a -b $ D, for otherwise a -beCx, and hence aeCx; this is of course impossible. But on the other hand D e(ê(Q)^( P) and ge D, which implies that a and b are both in D. We may assume without loss of generality that D + a-b>D (rel. g); then there exists a zeD such that z + a -b>0 (rel. g). Obviously C1 and C2 are P-values of z + a -b, and by the above we ought to have Ct + z + a -b>Ct (rel. P), for z'=l,2. However, since z, ae C2, C2 + z + a-b = C2-b < C2, a contradiction. Thus our assumption that d and C2 are distinct leads to an absurdity; we must therefore conclude that g is indeed very essential over P.
(Necessity) If g is a very essential extension of P, then by Theorem (1.2) we have that x~xF (rel. g), for all x e Q. This means that x and xp~ have the same g-values. We are to show that xp e D for every g-value D of x. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that M is a g-value of x not containing xF ; then by the Structure Lemma M is contained in a P-value C~ of Xp . But M is also a g-value of xp~, and so Mis also contained in a P-value C+ of Xp . However, C+ and C~ are then distinct P-values of x, contradicting the fact that g is very essential over P.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Recall that an /-group (G, P) is said to be normal valued if every regular subgroup is normal in its cover. If a and b are positive in P and na < b, for all n = 1, 2,..., we say that a is infinitely small compared to b, and write a«b. Again suppose a and b are in P; if every value of a is properly contained in some value of b, then a«b.
If (G, P) is also normal valued then the converse is true; that is, a«b implies that every value of a is properly contained in a value of/». We therefore get the following :
If Q is a very essential extension of P then Xp «Xp (rel. Q),for all xe Q. Conversely, if Q is an l-extension ofP, (G, Q) is normal valued and Xp «Xp for all xe Q, then Q is very essential over P.
Proof. Since x is ^-positive, xF exceeds xF , and so every value of the latter is contained in a value of the former, relative to Q. Certainly x and xF have the same ö-values, and according to Theorem (1.3) xF is in every ß-value of x. This, together with our remarks preceding the corollary, gives the desired conclusion.
Suppose, conversely, that (G, Q) is normal valued, and for each x e Q, xF «xF.
\îxeQ then
and therefore x~xF, or in other words Q is essential over P. Further, since Xp «Xp , we have that every g-value of xF is properly contained in some g-value of xp", and so xF is contained in every Q-\a\\\Q of x. By (1.3) it follows that Q is very essential over P.
(1.3.2) Corollary. Let (G, P) be a vector lattice. If Q is an essential extension of P such that (G, Q) is again a vector lattice, then Q is very essential over P. Conversely, if Q is a very essential l-extension of P then (G, Q) is a vector lattice.
Proof. Suppose (G, Q) is a vector lattice and Q is essential over P. It suffices by Theorem (1.3) to show that, for each xe Q and each (9- Thus rx -xf=rxp-(r+\)xfeD, and if C is a F-value of x containing D, we get rxF -(r+ l)xf e C. Since C is F-prime and /•Xp Ap (r+ l)xp =0, it follows that either rxF or (r-l-l)xf are in C, and hence that they both are. Since C is a subspace we get that Xp and xF are both in C, and thence x e C, a contradiction. Now suppose Q is a very essential /-extension of F; let xe Q and 0<reA. Since Q is essential over F, every /-ideal of (G, Q) is an /-ideal of (G, P) and consequently a vector subspace. Thus if D is an /-ideal of (G, Q), x e D if and only if tx e D, for /#0 in R; in particular x and tx have the same g-values. So let K be a {2-value of rx; by (1.3) K+x=K+xF, and since K/K is a real space, we have that K+rx = K+rxF >K (rel. F). Thus every g-vahie of rx is positive, and hence rx e Q. This shows that (G, Q) is a vector lattice, and the proof is complete.
(1.3.3) Corollary.
Let (G, P) be an l-group, Q be an l-extension of P such that (G, Q) is normal valued. The following are all equivalent:
(1) Q is very essential over P; (2) for all x, y eP with x APy = 0 it follows that x AQ j«x VQ y (rel. Q); (3) for all x,yeP with x AP y = 0 it follows that x AQy«x+y (rel. Q); (4) for all x, y eP with x AP y = 0 and y<x (rel. Q) it follows that y«.x (rel. Q); (5) for allxe Q (n+l)x^nxp-(rel. Q),for all n=\,2,3,....
Proof. The equivalence of (4) and (5) is trivial, and the proof is left as an exercise to the reader. (4) (1) implies (2); normal valuedness will not be used here! It suffices to show that x AQy is contained in every g-value of xVQy (with x, y e P and x AP j = 0). Let AT be a g-value of x v0 y; then either x $ K or y <£ K, and so ATis contained in a g-value of x or y, call it D. D cannot be a value of both x and y, if so it would be contained in P-values Cx and Cy of x and y respectively. But x AP y = 0, which implies that y e Cx and xeCy; therefore Cx and Cy are P-values of x+y, and D is obviously a g-value of x+y. This is impossible since g is very essential over P, and so we conclude that D is not a value of both x and y. We may in fact assume that D is a g-value of x and y e D. This says that D is also a g-value of x V0 y, consequently D = K. But since y e D, x AQy e D, and we have proved what we wanted.
(1.3.4) Corollary.
Let (G, P) be an l-group, Q be a very essential l-extension of P and Q' be a very essential l-extension of Q. Suppose in addition that (G, Q') is normal valued; then Q' is very essential over P.
Proof. Let x, y e P with x AP y = 0 and x>y (rel. Q'); by (2) in Corollary (1.3.3) we have that x AQy«x+y (rel. g). Now let x' = x-x A0y and y'=y -x AQy; then x' and y' are g-disjoint, and x' >y' (rel. g'). This implies that x'»y' (rel. Q').
So for all n = 2, 3,... (2),
relative to g'. In particular, for n = 2m +1 we get that 2x-2my e Q', proving that x»y (rel. Q').
(1.4) Theorem. Let (G, P) be a finite valued l-group, and Q be an l-extension of P. Then Q is very essential over P if and only if the two following conditions hold:
(i) Every P-special element is Q-special.
(ii) If x and y are P-disjoint, P-special elements which are not Q-disjoint, then either y<Kx or x«y (rel. Q).
Proof. First suppose that g is very essential over P. We already know that (i) holds (Corollary (1.1.1)); to check (ii), suppose x and y are P-disjoint, P-special elements of G which are not g-disjoint. The g-value of x must then be comparable to the g-value of y. But (G, g) is again finite valued and hence normal valued. We may therefore assume, without any loss of generality, that nx>y, for a suitable (2) It might be useful to remark that in an /-group two elements commute with their meet and join if they also commute with each other. positive integer. However, nx and y are F-disjoint, and so nx»y (rel. Q), which in turn implies that x»j. Now assume that (i) and (ii) hold for the /-extension Q of P. We show that (G, Q) is finite valued. Suppose a, b e P with aAPb=0 and a>b (rel. Q). Let a = ay+ ■ ■ ■ +am and b = by + ■ • ■ + bn be the decompositions of a and b into their respective F-special components (see [6, Theorem 3.7] ). Let 7) be a ß-value of a; since a e 7) we have by convexity that each a¡ is in D. On the other hand a$ D, and so some at$ D; thus D is the g-value of some a¡ and hence, by (ii), of exactly one at. (Remark: it is crucial here that D is the value of a special element; according to [6, Theorem 3.6 ], 7) must be normal in its cover.) Since each a¡ is (3-speciaI this shows that a is finite valued in Q; similarly b is finite valued in Q. But this is enough to show that (G, Q) is finite valued ; for if M is a g-value of the nonzero element g, then M is contained in the g-value of a F-special component g¡ of g, say Mi, and by (ii) we can choose M{ in such a way that every other component of g is in Mi. That implies that A7¡ is a g-value ofg, so that M=M¡. We have then that every regular subgroup of (G, Q) is the value of a special element which according to [6, Theorem 3.9] says that (G, Q) is finite valued. Now a>b (rel. Q) so every ß-value of/» is contained in a g-value of a; we must show this containment is proper. If not so, a and b have a g-value in common, say K. By the remarks above K is the g-value 0f precisely one a¡ and one bs; this contradicts (ii). Thus a»b (rel. Q), and once again by (1.3.1) we conclude that Q is very essential over P.
Let (G, P) be an /-group; it is said to be representable if there is an /-isomorphism of (G, P) into a cardinal product of totally ordered groups. We quote some conditions which are equivalent to the definition of representability. The proofs may be found in [8, Theorem 1.8] .
(1) If a eP and aA(-x + a + x) = 0, then a = 0. (2) If aA/) = 0 then aA(-x + b + x) = 0, for all x e G. (3) There is a family of normal prime subgroups with 0 intersection. (4) Minimal prime subgroups are normal. Also, if (G, P) is representable then it is normal valued [8, p. 32] .
(1.5) Theorem. Let (G,P) be a representable l-group; there is a very essential extension of P which is totally ordered. Moreover, P is the intersection of the total very essential extensions of P.
Proof. We may assume that (G, P)^ 11(7, K¡), where each 7Í, is a totally ordered group, and the containment is as an /-subgroup. Let 70 denote a well-ordering of the index set 7, and let Of denote the set of permutations of 7. Let It be the wellordering induced on 7 from 70 by applying £ e £f. We then order 11(7, Kx) lexicographically, once for each I(. Let Qf be the order induced on G by the lexicographic order from 7{. Then Q( is a total order, and it is clear that F is the meet of all the Qt.
Finally each Q( is a very essential extension of F; for suppose x, yeP with x Apy = 0 and x>y (rel. Qt). Let i(x) (resp. i(y)) be the maximal component of x (resp. y) relative to g{; since x>y, this implies that i(x)ti(y) (rel. /4). But x and y are P-disjoint, so i(x) and /(.y) are distinct and therefore i(x) > i(y), which means that x»y (rel. Q(). Let (G, P) be an /-group and g be an /-extension ; we say that P preserves the disjointness of Q (notation: P|g) if for all x, y e Q with x AQy = 0, we get that |*|pAp|.y|,p = 0. (Of course, \x\P denotes the absolute value of x relative to P.) We remark in passing that if x, y e P and x AQy = 0 then, without any added assumptions, x APy = 0.
(1.6) Proposition. Let Q be an essential l-extension of the l-cone P; then P\Q.
Proof. Suppose x and y are g-disjoint elements of G; since g is essential over P, a~ap, for all ae Q. This implies that xp~ and y¿ are g-disjoint also. Since the P-positive parts of x and y exceed their respective P-negative parts, relative to g, we conclude that both xp~ and xF are g-disjoint to both yF and yF . By our remark preceding this proposition it follows that the above pairs are also P-disjoint; but then trivially \x\P AP \y\P = 0. This completes the proof.
The following remark phrases the definition of preservation of disjointness in terms of the values of an element. The proof is trivial and will therefore be omitted.
(1.7) Lemma. Let g be an l-extension of P; then P\Q if and only if we have for each 0/ieC that no P-value of Xq is comparable to a P-value ofXq.
(1.8) Theorem. Let Q be an l-extension of P such that P\Q; then for each xeG, (*) Xq ï£ Xp relative to P.
Condition (*) is equivalent to (**) aV Qb Ik a\l pb relative toP, for all a, be Q.
(Note. For an l-extension Q of P we always have that Xq ^xf (rel. Q).)
Proof. Let C be a P-value of z = Xp -Xq (if Xp #Xq); there are two possibilities: Xp $ C or Xq $ C.
Case I. Xp $ C. Then C is contained in a P-value K of Xp, and hence of x. Either Xq or Xq is in C; for P|g, and so the P-absoIute values of x$ and Xq are P-disjoint, and of course, C is a P-prime. If Xq e Cç K then Xq $ K; so Xq $ C and we have C+z = C+x-Xq-= C-x^+x = C+x = C+x¿ > C.
If Xq eC then
a contradiction, since C is a value of z. [December Case II. Xq ei C. Then x¿" e C, and so in view of the argument in Case I we conclude that Xp e C; thus C+z = C-x$ = C-x = C+Xp > C.
We have therefore shown that every F-value of z is positive (rel. P), and hence z = x¿-x¿ eP. The converse of (1.8) is false, as shown by the example (1-A): G = R2, P={(x,y) : x,y^O} and Q={(x,y-x) : x, j^O}. Then Q over F satisfies the condition (*) in (1.8) . For each element of C7 can be put uniquely in the form (x, y -x). Now let x' = max{x, 0} and y' = max {y, 0} ; then, letting g = (x, y -x), we get that g¿ =(x', y'-x'), while gF =(x', max {y-x, 0}). Thus gp-gQ = (0, max {y -x, 0} -(/ -x')) 6 P.
It is unknown whether condition (*) in (1.8) holds for every /-extension Q of P.
(1.8.1) Corollary.
If Q is an essential l-extension of the l-cone P, then (*) in (1.8) holds.
(1.9) Proposition. Let (G, P) be a representable 1-group and Q be an l-extension of P such that P\Q; then (G, Q) is representable.
Proof. Suppose a e Q and a AQ ( -x + a+x)=0; since P|g we get that \a\P AP | -x+a + x|p = |a|p AP ( -X+ |a|p + x) = 0, which implies that [a|P = 0, and hence that a = 0, proving that (G, Q) is also representable.
(1.9.1) Corollary. An essential l-extension of a representable l-cone is again a representable l-cone.
The above corollary suggests an interesting question, the answer to which turns out to be no. Suppose (G, P) is an /-group and g is a (very) essential /-extension of F such that (G, Q) is representable. Is (G, P) then also representable? Consider the following example :
(Note: for each integer n, Zn=Z.) Let G = ZxFwith the following addition: It is easy to verify that -x+y + x differs from y only in that -x+y + x has the entry 1 in the +1 position. Clearly then y AP ( -x+y + x) = 0. But now let g = {(a,..., bn,...) : a>0,ora = 0 and the first nonzero component is positive}. Trivially Q^P, and we check that g is a cone; once this is done it is immediate that (G, g) is a totally ordered group and g is very essential over P. It is quite obvious that g is a subsemigroup of G, so we need only establish that it is a normal one. So let g e G, z e g; let z = (a,..., bn,...) and g -(c,..., dn,...). This example shows that the answer to the above question is indeed no. Some conditions on an /-group will force representability in the presence of a totally ordered very essential extension. We give one result in this connection. Recall that an /-group satisfies property (F) if every positive element exceeds no more than a finite number of disjoint elements. Conrad showed (see [5] ) that an /-group has this property if and only if every principal convex /-subgroup has a finite basis. In particular then, an /-group with property (F) is finite valued in view of Theorem 3.7 in [6].
(1.10) Proposition.
Let (G,P) be an l-group satisfying property (F) and whose root system M(P) of P-regular subgroups satisfies the ascending chain condition; if P has a total very essential extension then (G, P) is representable.
Proof. Suppose aeP\0
and xeG such that a AP(-x + a + x)=0. We will show this leads to a contradiction. It clearly suffices, by our remarks above, to take a P-special ; we also take x to be P-special for the moment, say xeP.lf the P-values of x and a are incomparable then x and a are P-disjoint, and hence they commute; this is impossible in view of our assumptions. The P-values of x and a may not coincide either ; for a finite valued /-group is normal valued, so if x and a have the same P-value, then a and -x + a + x also have the same P-value, once again a contradiction. Now since g is very essential over P we must have a«-x+a + x or else -x+a + x«a. Let us take the first case: let A, B and D denote the g-values of a, -x+a+x and x respectively; we are assuming that A^B. If D<^A then xe A and so -x+a + xe A\A since a e A\A, a contradiction. If A^D<= B then x<<-x+a+x (rel. g), which implies that x«a (rel. g), again a contradiction. Of course, if D = B then since B is the g-value of both x and -x+a+x, and B is normal in B, it follows that B-x+a+x=B+a = B, once more a contradiction. Thus A^B^D, or a« -x+a+x«x.
(All inequalities in this last paragraph are to be taken relative to g. Notice that the fact that x is F-special was not used here.)
Let us denote -x + a + xby ax. With regard to the discussion preceding the last paragraph we conclude that the F-value of a is properly contained in that of x. Reversing the roles of a and a* we find that the same is true of the F-value of ax. In fact, if we consider the sequence a, ax, a2x,... we see that it has all of the following properties : (1) anx APa(n+1)x = 0, all n = 1,2,.... (4) Each anx is F-special. In view of property (F) there must be a least positive integer m for which amx Ap akx>0, for a suitable k<m. Combining (3) and (4) above we obtain that akx«amx (rel. F). In this way we build ascending chains of F-special elements to which correspond ascending chains of F-regular subgroups, one of which must be infinite since the sequence a, ax, a2x,... consists of distinct terms. This is the contradiction we desired. If it should be the case that ax«a (rel. g) instead, simply reverse the roles of a and ax.
Suppose now that x is not F-special; we still have that a«|x|Q (rel. g) and that the F-value of a is comparable to some F-value of x. Thus the F-value of a cannot exceed all the F-values of x, and so it must be beneath exactly one of them ; it is incomparable to the remaining F-values of x. Thus ax=ax', where x' is that F-special component of x corresponding to the F-value of x in which the F-value of a is contained. This reduces the situation to the one considered previously. The proof of the proposition is therefore complete.
If the existence of a total very essential extension does not force representability on an /-group, then what can one say about such /-groups? It is tempting to say that an /-group (G, P) which admits a total very essential extension is normal valued, in view of the following:
(1.11) Proposition. If(G, P) is an l-group and P is the meet of total orders then (G, P) is normal valued.
Proof. We need a theorem of Wolfenstein (see [13] ) which says that an /-group (G, P) is normal valued if and only if a + bfi2b + 2a for all a, be P. Suppose p= P) {gj : ie I}, where each g¡ is a total order on G; of course (G, g,) is normal valued for each i el, and so a+bfi2b + 2a (rel. g¡) for all a, be P. This clearly implies that a + bfi2b + 2a (rel. F).
The next theorem comes close to saying that an /-group (G, P) which admits a very essential extension g which is total is in fact normal valued. It is unknown whether the proof can be improved to show this.
(1.12) Theorem. Let (G, P) be an l-group, and suppose P has a total very essential extension Q ; then every nonzero element of G has a normal P-value.
Proof. Let DeM(Q), 0<xeD\D
(rel. F). Let C be the unique F-value of x that contains 7). Define a map r¡: 0t(Q) ^ ¡%(P) by C=Dr¡; we must show this map is well defined. So suppose y e D\D (rel. F); let CX=C and Cy be the unique F-values of x and y respectively that contain 7). We are to show that Cx = Cy; by way of contradiction, suppose this is not so. First, Cx and Cy are comparable, for if not, then, since D is normal in D, D is the g-value of x+y; moreover y e Cx, otherwise Cx is contained in some F-value of y which is incomparable to Cy, thus contradicting the fact that g is very essential over P. Similarly x e Cy. Therefore Cx and Cy are both F-values of x+y, and both contain 7), again a contradiction. So suppose Cx<=Cy; we may assume that x>y (rel. g) by quietly taking a suitable multiple of x. (Keep in mind that x and y are Archimedean equivalent relative to g.) The assumption that Cx<=Cy excludes that x>y (rel. F), and of course, x<y (rel. P). Let a = x APy, and x' = x-a,y'=y -a; then x' and y' are nonzero elements which are F-disjoint. Thus either x'«/ or j»'«x' (rel. g); the first inequality is obviously impossible, and so we conclude that indeed y'«x'. Since D e ^(P) we know at least that a e D.
Case I. as D; then D+y' = D+y and 7) + x' = 7)+x, therefore y'«x' implies that y«.x, a contradiction.
Case II. a e D\D ; since OfiafixeCy (rel. F), we get that aeCy and so y' $ Cy ; in particular y' $ D. Then D must be the g-value of y', and by a similar argument, of x' also. In this instance then y'«x' implies that D+y'«D + x', once more a contradiction.
Conclusion. Cx d: Cy, and by symmetry Cy d: C* ; hence Cx = Q. We established that the map 77 defined in the first paragraph of the proof is well defined. We claim that 17 is 1-1 and its inverse preserves order.
So suppose D, D' e@(Q) and D-q^D'r¡; we will show that 7)s7)'. By way of contradiction suppose 7)'<=/j). Next let C=Dt¡; <7), C> is in ^(P), and obviously 7)çC. Therefore <5, C> is a convex /-subgroup of C that contains C properly, and so C=<7), C>. We now show that 7) and C are permutable; moreover, we prove that for all de D and ceC, d+c -deC. Once this is done it becomes clear that D + C=C+D and hence that C is normal in (D, C) = D + C=C. We also get for free that
C/C = D + C/C^ D/D r\C = D/D (with order).
In any case the theorem will have been proved.
We now return to the proof of our claim. We have the following identity (see [9] ) : Remark. The theorem shows that every nonzero element of G has a normal P-value. In such a case a nonzero element x is P-positive if and only if all of its normal values are P-positive.
If one could show in the proof of this theorem that r¡ is onto ¿%(P), then of course every P-regular subgroup would be normal in its cover; hence (G, P) would be normal valued. Wolfenstein proves in [13] that the following conditions are equivalent to normal valuedness:
(1) There is a plenary subset of¡M(P), say 8%, consisting of normal values. (S¿ is a plenary subset of 0t(P) if (~) @ = 0, and & is a dual ideal of @(P).) (2) For all a, beP, a + b^2b + 2a.
(3) A + B=B+A, for all convex /-subgroups A and B of (G, P).
The author was unable to extract any one of these conditions from the proof of (1.12).
Recall the definitions of the three "radicals" used in the theory of /-groups (see [1] ). Let (G, P) be an /-group; for each g#0, let Rg (resp. Lg) be the join of all convex /-subgroups (resp. /-ideals) of (G, P) that do not contain g. Then define R(G,P) = (-)&: g ¿0} and L(G, P) = f\{Lg:gï 0}.
Since P9£P9, for all geG\0, we see that L(G, P)^R(G, P). Byrd and Lloyd defined the so-called distributive radical D(G, P) as the intersection of all closed prime subgroups. They showed, among other things, that
(1) L(G,P)^D(G,P)ÇR(G,P) in general; (2) (G, P) is a completely distributive /-group if and only if D(G, P) = 0; (3) if (G, P) is representable then all the radicals coincide; (4) 
if (G, P) is normal valued then D(G, P) = R(G, P).
Suppose now that g is an essential /-extension of P; then '^(g)^^'(P), and so it follows immediately that L(G, P)2L(G, Q) and R(G, P)^R(G, Q). Also D(G, P) 5D(G, Q), for suppose â: is a g-closed, g-prime subgroup; Kecê(P) and is therefore contained in a P-prime, which in turn is contained in a P-closed, P-prime subgroup (which could be G itself). Using (2) above we can conclude:
(1.13) Proposition. If(G,P) is a completely distributive l-group and Q is an essential l-extension of P, then (G, Q) is also completely distributive.
Finally we give an example of an /-group whose cone has no proper very essential /-extensions.
(1-D) Let G = ZxZxZ with the following addition:
(au a2, a3) + (bu b2, b3) = (a1+b1, a2 + b2, a3 + b3), = (a2 + b1,a1+b2, a3 + b3), according to whether b3 is even or odd. Let P={(a1, a2, a3) : a3>0, or else a3=0 and a1; a2^0}. Then it is known that (G, P) is an /-group, and one can show that G admits no total orders (see [8] ). Suppose g=>P is a very essential /-extension of P; then there exist a, b e P such that a APb = 0 and a»b. Since a and b are P-disjoint we may assume that a = (au 0, 0) and b = (0, bly 0); and by taking a suitable multiple, we may suppose that b1 >a1 in Z, while still a»b (rel. g). Let z = (0, 0, l);then -z + b + z = (bu 0, 0) >a (rel. P). Yet on the other hand -z + b + z«-z+a + z<b«a (rel. g); this is a contradiction, and we can conclude that P admits no proper very essential /-extensions.
2. Essential extensions of partially ordered abelian groups. In this section all groups will be abelian; all partial orders will be semiclosed; that is, a positive multiple of the element g is positive in the group only if g itself is positive. We will also require that all partially ordered groups be Riesz groups; a partially ordered group (henceforth p.o. group) is said to be Riesz if it satisfies the Riesz interpolation property : for a, b, c, de G with a, b^c, d, there exists an x e G such that a, b^x Sc, d. We also require that all groups be directed.
A p.o. group (G, P) is a pseudo lattice group (abbr. pl-group) if every nonzero element g can be written as g = a-b, where a and b are in P, and no value of a is comparable to a value of b. Two such elements are called pseudo disjoint (abbr. p-disjoint). It is immediate that a/>/-group is directed, and Teller [12] has shown it is in fact Riesz. For the fundamental results on /?/-groups and Riesz groups see [7] and [10] respectively. Some references will also be made to [3] .
By a Riesz-extension g of the Riesz-cone P we will mean an extension which is again Riesz; we shall abbreviate to Rz-cone and Rz-extension, etc. A Rz-extension g of P is said to be essential over P if every o-ideal of (G, g) is an o-ideal of (G, P). We quote without proofs the following analogues of results in §1.
(1) The relation "essential over" is transitive; moreover, if g' is essential over P, and g'2 g^P, then g' is essential over g.
(2) Suppose (G, P) is a /?/-group; then g is an essential Rz-extension of P if and only if, for each x e g and x = a -b, a representation of x with a and b p-disjoint in (G, P), we get that x~a (rel. g).
(3) (Structure Lemma). If g is an essential Rz-extension of P, then for each nonzero element x and each g-value D of x, there is a P-value C of x which contains D and no other g-value of x.
With regard to (3) we might point out that in order to imitate the proof given in §1, we find it very useful that for Riesz groups it turns out that the sum of two [December o-ideals is again an o-ideal. The following proposition also indicates that the assumption that everything in this discussion is at least Riesz is a pleasant one.
(2.1) Proposition. Let (G, P) be a pl-group and {Qí : i e 7} be a chain of essential Rz-extensions of P; Q = \J {Qt : ie 1} is an essential Rz-extension of P. Thus a maximal Rz-extension exists.
Proof. First of all g is a Riesz-cone, for if a, b, c, de G with a, b fic,d (rel. g) then since the g¡ form a chain, this inequality holds relative to some Q¡ (j e 7). But each gi is Riesz, so that we get an x e G such that a, bfixfic,d (rel. g;), and hence also relative to g. Now supposege Q and g = a -b, with a and /»/»-disjoint in (G, P). Then ge Qk for some k e I, and so because Qk is essential over F, we conclude that g~ a (rel. Qk), and hence relative to g.
We note that maximal essential Rz-extensions need not be totally ordered. Consider the following small example:
(2-A) Let (G, P) = ZS$Z, and Q={(m, n) : m+n>0}. Q is an essential extension of F because (G, Q) is o-simple. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that Q,=>Q is an essential Rz-extension of P. Clearly every element in g exceeds, relative to g, any g'-positive element on the diagonal D = {(m, n) : m=-n}. Therefore this diagonal is a convex subgroup of (G, Q'). Now g'/g so (m, -m) e Q', for some nonzero integer m; since g' is semiclosed we get that (1, -1) e g' or else (-1, 1) e g'. In any case D is a totally ordered subgroup, and hence an o-ideal. This implies that D is an /-ideal of (G, P ) which is of course absurd. (Note: Q' is in fact {(m, n) : m + n>0, or m--n and m^O} or {(m, n) : m+n>0, or m= -n and n^O}.) Let (G, P) be a /»/-group and g be an essential Rz-extension of P; consider a regular o-ideal of (G, Q), say D. Then 7) is maximal without some g#0; write g = a -b, with a and b /»-disjoint in (G, P). Pick a F-value C of g, containing D; we may assume that C+g=C+a>C (rel. F). Thus a$D, and D is in fact a g-value of a; for if M is an o-ideal of (G, g) properly containing D, then ge M, and since M is also an o-ideal of (G, P) it follows that ae M. Therefore D + a> D (rel. g), and so by a result of Conrad [7, §3] the intersection 7) of all the o-ideals of (G, Q) that properly contain D is again an o-ideal of (G, Q). The quotient D/D is o-simple; if D/D is divisible (in particular if G is) then it is an anti-lattice (i.e. a Riesz group in which the only joins and meets that exist are the trivial ones).
The following lemma is the analogue for /»/-groups of the decomposition of elements into their special components in finite valued /-groups. By induction we can find a special element he G such that C1+h = C1 + a = C1+g, and the values of a -/tare exactly C3,..., Cn. Consider now g-h = (a -h) -(b + k); b and k are both in C; (j § 3), so all these C/s are values of g-h. On the other hand a -he C2, so that C2 is also a value of g-h. It is a simple matter to check that these are the only values of g -h.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
(2.2.1) Corollary. Let (G, P) be a finite valued pl-group; let d, C2,...,Cn be the values ofO<geG. Then there exist positive special elements gu g2,..., gn such that for each j= 1, 2,...,«, C; is the value of g¡; g¡ and gk are p-disjoint ifi^k; and finally g=g1+---+gn.
Remark. In the context of Corollary (2.2.1) there is also a decomposition into special elements for an arbitrary nonzero element g. We write g = a -b, with a and b p-disjoint, and use the decompositions of a and b to get g=gi + ■ ■ • +gn, where each g, is special, and \g¡\ and \gj\ are p-disjoint if i^j (by \gj\ we mean gt or -gj, whichever is positive).
(2.3) Proposition. Let (G,P) be a finite valued pl-group, and Q be an essential Rz-extension; let g^0 and D be a Q-value of g. IfC+g>C (rel. P)for each P-value of g containing D, then D+g> D (rel. Q).
Proof. Let g=gx+ ■ ■ ■ +gn be a decomposition of g into P-special components. Let ^D be the set of all P-values of g containing D; note that if C is a P-value of g, then C+g>C if and only if the P-special component, which C is the P-value of, is itself positive. Therefore if C+g>C, for each Ce?B, then D + gt>D (rel. g) for all gi's which are P-special at some C e ^D. If gk is not special at any C e^D then gke D; for otherwise there must be a g-value D' of gk containing D. Since g is essential over P, D' is contained in a P-value of gk which is then a P-value of g, and this is a contradiction. Thus D + g=D + gh+ ■ ■ ■ +git> D, where the g¡'s appearing in this sum are precisely those which are special at some C e ^D.
Let g be an essential Rz-extension of the Rz-cone P; g is very essential over P if for each nonzero element x and each g-value D of x, there is precisely one P-value of x that contains D.
(2.4) Theorem. Let (G, P) be a pl-group, and Q be a Rz-extension ofP satisfying: (0 S e Q if and only if every Q-value of g is Q-positive; (ii) for every regular o-ideal of (G, Q) D, the cover D is an o-ideal and D/D is totally ordered in the induced order.
Then g is very essential over P if and only if for each xe g and each representation x = a -b, with a and b p-disjoint in (G, P), we have a»/» (rel. Q).
Proof. (Necessity) Entirely analogous to the corresponding part in (1.3) . (Sufficiency) Let g e g\0 and g = a -b be a representation of g as a difference of /»-disjoint elements in (G,P); let D be a g-value ofg, and suppose Cy\\C2 are F-values ofg that contain D. (At least one such F-value exists, since the condition obviously implies that g is essential over P.) Then just as in the proof of (1.3), one shows that Ci+g=Ci-l-a>Ci (rel. F), i= 1, 2. Also, one exhibits the existence of elements Xy and x2 which are F-positive, and such that x, 6 Ci\Ch i=l,2, and Xy 6 C2, x2 e Cy. The proof of this fact is more delicate in the present situation, and so we carry it out in detail.
(All inequalities in the remainder of this proof are to be taken relative to P.) Since Cy\\C2 we can pick 0<c e C2\Cy and 0<de Cy\C2 (rel. F). If c e Cy we take Xy = c; so suppose this is not the case. Clearly a and c are not/»-disjoint and hence not disjoint; using the Riesz interpolation property we obtain a F-positive element fia and c. Suppose now that whenever 0<zfia, c (rel. F) we get that zeCy; then Cy+a AP Cy + c=Cy. For if Cy+hfiCy+a, Cy + c, then there exists an n' e d such that h -h'fia,c; using the interpolation property once more, we get an n" such that h -h', Ofih"fia, c. By our assumption h" e Cy, so since n ^ h' + h" e Cy, we conclude that Cy + h S Cy. But Conrad has shown [7, Proposition 4.6] for /»/-groups that if K is a regular o-ideal, K+f>K and/^ K, then K+f>K/K. In our case it implies that Cy + c >Cy+a, a contradiction. We must conclude therefore that there exists a positive Xyfia, c such that Xy $ Cy ; this is the Xy we wanted. The element x2 is chosen in an entirely similar manner.
From here the proof proceeds exactly as for (1.3).
(2.4.1) Corollary. Let (G, P) be a finite valued pl-group, and g be a pl-extension (that is, a Rz-extension such that (G, Q) is again a pl-group), then Q is very essential over P if and only if (i) every P-special element is Q-special, and (ii) whenever x and y are p-disjoint special elements in (G, P) which are not pdisjoint in (G, g), then either x<<y or y«x (rel. Q).
Proof. Imitate the proof of (1.4).
(2.5) Proposition. Let (G,P) be a divisible pl-group; let 3/t=@t(P) denote the set of regular o-ideals of(G, P). We can embed (G, P) in V(0t, Rc) (where for each Cea?, Rc = C/C) in such a way that (G, P)tt is apl-subgroup(3) of V(0t, Rc), and C is a value ofg^O if and only ifgirc is a maximal component ofgn, and then gnc = C+g; of course -n is the embedding in question.
(3) A subgroup ä: of a /»/-group (H, P') is a pl-subgroup if every x e K has a representation x = a -b, with a and b /»-disjoint in (H, P') and belonging to K. Now suppose £%' denotes an extension of the inclusion order on Si. Suppose also that Gn^ V(Sl', Rc) as a pl-subgroup; then Q = (Gn n V(Sf, Pc)+)tt-1 is a very essential pl-extension of P.
If(G, P) is finite valued we need not assume that Gtt is a pl-subgroup of V(3%', Rc).
Proof. The assertion in the first paragraph is essentially the content of Theorem 4.10 in [7] . We shall pretend, without loss of generality, that G is in fact contained in V(3%, Rc) as explained in that paragraph.
(G, g) is a p/-group in its own right and so Theorem (2.4) applies. Let x e Q and write x as the difference of positive p-disjoint elements of (G, P), say x = a -b. Considering them as elements of V(S%, Rc) we have that no maximal component of a is comparable to a maximal component of b. But a>b (rel. g), so every maximal component of b is beneath a maximal component of a, all relative to 0t'. But this implies that a»b (rel. g) because a and b have no ^-maximal components, and hence no ^'-maximal components in common. This proves that g is very essential over P.
Assume now that (G, P) is finite valued, and (G, g)£ V(3%', Rc); we must show that (G, g) is a p/-subgroup of V(¿%', Rc). So let g e G\0 and g = a-b be a representation of g as a difference of p-disjoint elements of (G, P); let a = a!+ • • • +am be a decomposition of a into its P-special components, and let a^a -a^ We proceed by induction on the number of values of g (rel. P). We can therefore write III. The ^'-maximal component of a1 exceeds some ^'-maximal component of d; let d=dx+ ■ ■ ■ +dn be a decomposition of d into á?'-special components. Let u be the element of G obtained by subtracting from a± those dt whose ^'-maximal components are exceeded by that of ax ; let v be the sum of the remaining dx. Then c + u is p-disjoint from v (rel. ¿ft'), and g = c + u -v.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
(2.5.1) Corollary. Let (G,P) be a finite valued, divisible pl-group. If P is not totally ordered then a proper very essential pl-extension Q of P exists.
Proof. We may take (G, P) to be a p/-subgroup of V(St(P), Rc) as in (2.5). Suppose P is not totally ordered, and pick d||C2 m ®(P)', define a new order Si on St(P) by Cú C if Ce C, or else Cs d and C2g C. Ê is then a partial order extending the inclusion on ^(P), and therefore V(Ê, Pc)c V(8t(P), Rc); it is easy to see that the reverse inequality also holds; just observe that an infinite ascending sequence relative to Sk yields at least one infinite ascending sequence relative to S$(P). Then according to Proposition (2.5) g = G n V(3k, Rc)+ is a very essential /»/-extension of F, and it is obvious that g contains F properly.
The next result says that condition (ii) in the hypothesis of (2.4) is as good as we can expect, and that (i) is not so bad either. In the finite valued case it tells us that very essential extensions of/»/-groups are "almost" /»/-groups.
(2.6) Theorem. Let (G, P) be a pl-group and Q be a very essential Rz-extension of P. Then To see g' is a cone it clearly suffices to show it is a semigroup. Let x, y e Q'; then x+y^O, so let 7) be a g-value of x+y. Without loss of generality we may assume x<£ 7); let M be a g-value of x containing D. Then M=D, otherwise x+yeM and therefore y $ M; but since x e M, y e M also, and so M+x + y = M+x + M+y>M, a contradiction. Thus M =7), and y e D, so D + x+y> D + y^D, and sox + j e Q'.
Clearly g' extends g; we now show (G, Q) and (G, Q') have the same o-ideals. Once we have done this it becomes obvious that if (G, Q') is Riesz, then g' is a very essential extension of F which satisfies (i) and (ii) in (2.4).
Let K be an o-ideal of (G, Q'); let a and b be /»-disjoint elements of (G, P) and z = a -beKC\ Q'. If D is any g-value of z we must have b e D, by the proof of (a), since every g-value of z is g-positive. Thus D + 2z> D + a (rel. g), and the set of g-values of z coincides with the set of g-values of 2z-a; consequently 2z>a (rel. g'), and in particular a e K, so b e K also. This proves K is g-directed, and since it is clearly g-convex, it follows that K is an o-ideal of (G, g). Now let M be an o-ideal of (G, Q), and suppose 0 < y < x e M (rel. g'). If y $ M, let N be a g-value of y containing M; now x e N, so N is a g-value of x-y and N<N+x-y = N-y<N,_ which amounts to a contradiction. Therefore ye M and M is g'-convex. It is already g'-directed, and thus an o-ideal of (G, Q').
Finally we remark that g e Q' if and only if all the g'-values of g are positive. Notice also that g' is a semiclosed partial order.
(c) Suppose now that (G, P) is finite valued. Let g e G\0 and g=gx -\-\-gn be a decomposition of g into P-special components. Let Du ..., Dm (m^n) be the g-values of g; if g4 <£ D¡ then D, must be the g-value of g¡; 1 ^i^n, 1 ¿j^m. This is so because g e D¡, and therefore each g¡ e D,. Given D¡, let gm be the unique component of g which is not in D, (the uniqueness is a consequence of the fact that g is very essential over P). Let g¡ be the sum of gm plus every gk whose g-value lies beneath D, but not Dy_i. Then g=gi+ • • • +g'm, and for each j=\,..., m, Dj+g=D,+gm = Dj+g'j and g'¡ is g-special at D}. Let a be the sum of all the g¡ such that D¡+g> Dj (rel. g), and b = a-g. Then a, b e Q' and they are obviously p-disjoint relative to g'. This proves that (G, g') is a p/-group, and the proof is complete.
Let us give a simple example to illustrate what Theorem (2.6) says:
(2-B) Let(G,P) = P(±] Pand g={(x,j) : x+j>>0and x^O}; (G, g) is a Riesz group, and G, 0 x R and 0 are the only o-ideals of (G, g), g is clearly an essential extension of P. 0 is the g-value of all (0, y), and 0 x R is the g-value of all remaining (x, y). But relative to P, R x 0 is the unique value of all (0, y), and 0 x R is the only P-value of (x, y) (with x^O) that contains 0 x R. Therefore g is very essential over P. The element (1, -1 ) £ g, yet 0 x P + ( 1, -1 ) > 0 x P (rel. g). Since every element of G is g-special this shows (G, g) is not a p/-group. In fact {(x, y) : x > 0, or x = 0 and y^O} is precisely the set of elements with positive g-value (except for 0). According to (2.6) this set is exactly the g' described there.
(2.7) Theorem. Let (G, P) be a finite valued pl-group; let {g¡ : i e 1} be a chain of very essential pl-extensions of P. Then g = {g4 : i el) is also very essential over P. Moreover, maximal very essential pl-extensions exist.
Proof. By (2.1) g is essential over P and Riesz; it suffices therefore to show that if x and y arep-disjoint and special in (G, P) then they do not have the same g-value.
If there isanie I relative to which x and y are no longer p-disjoint in (G, g¡), then by (2.4.1) we may take x«y (rel. Q¡). This means that x«y (rel. g) and so x and y cannot have the same g-value. So we assume that x and y are p-disjoint in each (G, gj), and suppose, by way of contradiction, that they do have the same g-value D. By the o-simplicity of D/D and since x, y e P, we have for a suitable positive integer n that D+y<D + nx (rel. g); choose de D such that nx-y>d. There is also ajel such that nx-y>d (rel. Q,). Let Cx and Cy be the grvalues of x and y respectively; they must automatically contain D. Therefore, since deD^Cy we get that Cy + nx^Cy+y>Cy, so in particular x£ Cy, a contradiction. Thus x and y must have different g-values, and it follows that g is very essential over P.
Of course, g need not be ap/-cone; but by Theorem (2.6) we can extend g to [December a very essential /»/-extension g' of P. So applying Zorn's lemma, we get the existence of maximal very essential /»/-extensions.
(2.7.1) Corollary. Let (G,P) be a finite valued, divisible pl-group. Then every maximal very essential pl-extension is totally ordered.
Proof. According to (2.7) maximal very essential /»/-extensions exist. But then by (2.5.1) they must be totally ordered. (The relation "very essential /»/-extension of" is transitive; one can get it out of (2.4.1) without any trouble.)
The next result shows we can dispense with divisibility in the above corollary.
(2.8) Theorem. Let (G,P) be a pl-group and G be its divisible closure; let P={x eG : nxeP, for some positive integer n}. Then (1) (G, P) is a pl-group; (G, P) is a pl-subgroup. ( 2) The map C h^ C={div. closure of C in G} is a 1-1 map of the set of o-ideals of (G, P) onto the set of o-ideals of (G, P). 7) i-> D n G is the inverse map ; both maps preserve order.
(3) There is a 1-1 correspondence between the set of pl-extensions of P and the set of pl-extensions of P in which G is a pl-subgroup. The correspondence is given by Q<-> g, where Q is a pl-extension of P, and Q = {xeG : nxe Q, for some positive integer n}. The map preserves order in both directions.
(4) g Í5 essential (resp. very essential) over P if and only if g is essential (resp. very essential) over P.
(5) (G, Q) is finite valued if and only if(G, g) is finite valued. In fact, x e G\0 has as many values in (G, Q) as it does in (G, g).
Proof. (1) and (2) are well known (see [7] ); the rest is straightforward.
(2.8.1) Corollary.
Let (G,P) be a finite valued pl-group. Then every maximal very essential pl-extension is totally ordered.
The proof of the following theorem is similar to that of (1.12) and will therefore be omitted. A different proof may be found in [11] .
(2.9) Theorem. Let (G, P) be a finite valued pl-group, and Q be a very essential Rz-extension; the map r¡: 0t(Q) ^-M(P) defined by C=Dr¡ if and only if given x e D\D, C is the unique P-value of x that contains D, is a 1-1 map onto 3%(P), whose inverse p: @(P) -+ S&(Q) preserves order. If C= Dr¡ then the map 6D: D/D -> C/C defined by (D+y)8D=C+y is an o-isomorphism onto C/C. With C e 8%(P), D = Cp if and only if whenever a is P-special at C then D is its Q-value.
Remark. With (G, P) as in the theorem, and g an essential Rz-extension of F, we can still define p:^(F)^-^(g) as above. However, without the stronger assumption of the theorem p is just an onto map that preserves order strictly; that is, Cc C implies that CP^ C'p (C, C e ®(P)).
Roughly speaking then, a very essential extension of a /»/-group induces a
